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Hawks' Teague tries to find his NBA niche

By Ken Sugiura  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

1:57 p.m. Saturday, December 18, 2010 

In one stretch, Hawks guard Jeff Teague expertly ran pick-and-rolls with center Al Horford. At another 

moment, he loitered near half-court as a teammate near the free-throw line tried to pass, requiring a 

coach to instruct, "Jeff! Get the ball!"

In the play perhaps most revealing of his gifts, Teague dribbled up court, went behind the back and 

pulled up for a jump shot that beat the third-quarter buzzer. Then, a little more than two minutes into the 

fourth quarter, he made a soft entry pass to forward Josh Smith that turned into a layup at the other end 

for the Charlotte Bobcats. He was replaced. 

There are still the moments that frustrate, but the Hawks take encouragement from Teague following up 

the best game of his career on Thursday with a good showing on Friday. The second-year point guard 

scored a season-high 18 points in the loss to Boston and then gave 15 mostly positive minutes to help 

beat Charlotte. He'll have the chance to add a third strong game on Sunday at New Jersey.

"I tell him when he goes in there, ‘Just be aggressive,'" said guard Mike Bibby, a mentor to Teague. "He's 

one of the fastest guys I've seen firsthand. I just tell him to attack and make them make decisions on 

you."

Hawks teammates and coaches share Bibby's appreciation for Teague's speed and energy. Drew has 

waited for more nights like Thursday and Friday when he puts those qualities to use.

"I think that's something that a lot of young players struggle with, especially on this level – how to bring it 

every single night," Drew said.

Teague has had some difficulty finding his role as a bench player and learning how to be a point guard 

on a team with scoring guards like Joe Johnson and Jamal Crawford, who are at their best with the ball in 

their hands. It was not a surprise that his breakout game against Boston -- highlighted by his dunk after 

twisting up Boston guard Avery Bradley with a crossover dribble -- happened with both Johnson and 

Crawford sidelined.

Said Teague, "I had to be a lot more aggressive and try to make plays."

Guidance from players like Crawford and Bibby has aided his education. Crawford, last year's sixth man 

of the year, has shown him how to add value off the bench.
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"You can't wait for things to develop," Teague said. "You've got to make things happen."

Drew hopes Teague absorbs the lesson. No one on the team can move with the ball like Teague can. He 

is also a better on-the-ball defender against quick point guards than Bibby or Crawford.

"When he plays the game at his pace, at his speed, it just changes the rhythm of the game," Drew said 

after the win against the Bobcats. "The one thing I tell him is, when he gets in the game, I want people to 

keep up with him. I don't want him to slow down to them."

With Crawford a possibility to miss his third game in a row with a back injury, Teague could draw long 

minutes again against the Nets.

"I feel a lot more comfortable," Teague said. "I'm starting to figure out my role."
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